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In this completely revised and updated edition of Raising Adopted Children, Lois Melina, editor of

Adopted Child newsletter and the mother of two children by adoption, draws on the latest research

in psychology, sociology, and medicine to guide parents through all stages of their child's

development. Melina addresses the pressing adoption issues of today, such as open adoption,

international adoption, and transracial adoption, and answers parents' most frequently asked

questions, such as:How will my child "bond" or form attachments to me?When and how should I tell

my child that he was adopted?What should schools be told about my child?Will adoption make

adolescent upheavals more complicated?Up-to-date, sensitive, and clear, Raising Adopted Children

is the definitive resource for all adoptive parents and concerned professionals.
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This book covers a lot of ground about adoption and really gets into the thoughts of the adoptee and

the adopting parents. The sections on Talking about Adoption and Bonding & Attachment are quite

good. This edition also contains an updated section on International Adoption which is quite

helpful.More importantly, the back of the book is full of resources and references that you can use

for follow-up information.The only thing that kept this from being 5 stars is that it takes a lot of effort

to read the whole thing. Many of the ideas are reinforced over and over again, which is good, but

can really sap the reader.Great job overall though.



This book was part of our required reading for our home study. After reading some of the poor

reviews I wasn't looking forward to reading it. Once I started reading it I couldn't believe how much

information was is in this book. This book can certainly help you decide which adoption route is for

you. It explains the adopted child's emotions from infant to teen and how to handle them. It explains

the different issues you may be faced with in domestic, international, infant, older child, inter-racial,

and special needs adoptions. Helpful hints regarding how different countries may cared for your

child which may explain why what you're doing isn't working. How long it may take for an infant to

adjust to your time zone. It even tells you how to respond to those rude or nosy

questions/comments from your friends, family, co-workers,and strangers! This is a great book to

read no matter where you are in the adoption process from just thinking about it to completed it!

I agree with the two reviwers who said that this book assumes that all people who adopt are unable

to conceive, and that the book is overly "PC". In regards to infertility, the book really does heap it on

about how people who can't conceive need to grieve, and may think that they won't be able to love

another's child, and so on. We're not infertile, but I would be just as offended if I were. Infertility and

adoption do not always go hand in hand, and I think that Melina forgets that.I also found the writing

to be hyperbolic, as in "You MUST" do this, or, my favorite "All adoptive parents" fear that their

children will love their birthparents more than the adoptive parents. Use of such imperatives, "All,"

"must," "will," instead of more realistic words like "Many," "should/need," and "might," makes the text

sound like a user's manual for computer applications.That negative said, the book itself does

contain a lot of useful information, which I haven't seen in any of my previous adoption-related

readings. I would absolutely recommend it to people who are going through the adoption process. I

think there are better books for people who are wondering whether or not to adopt (such as "Is

Adoption for You?"), but that this book directly addresses the fears and questions for people who

are about to become adoptive parents.

As a new adoptive parent in 1980, I wanted to know what I could expect. The traditional sources of

child care information were not useful to me. They talked about the importance of natural childbirth

and breastfeeding to bonding and attachment, but didn't talk about how to breastfeed an adopted

child or how a child not born to his parents would grow to love them. I wrote the first edition of

"Raising Adopted Children" to let parents know what to expect from the time they took their child

home until the time that child leaves home. This new edition of "Raising Adopted Children" reflects

changes in adoption over the past 12 years, including the increase in adoptions from China and



Eastern Europe and the unique issues arising from those situations. It incorporates the most recent

research into various aspects of adoption, including the psychological impact of adoption, and the

outcomes for children from orphanages and children who were prenatally exposed to drugs, as well

as for children adopted as healthy infants. In addition to 12 more years of research, this book

reflects 12 more years of personal experience. My children, just preschoolers when I wrote the first

edition, are now 15 and 18. My oldest is leaving home to attend college and my youngest is

beginning the quest for identity and independence. I believe I can reassure adoptive parents that

the satisfaction of being an adoptive parent continues and the deep love we feel for our children

grows.

This is the first book on adoption I read, as we prepared for our adoption classes, and it will be kept

in our home as a reference for many years to come. This book effectively explains adoption terms,

conditions, and issues in an easy to understand and non-condescending way. It helped my husband

to understand some mixed feelings I had about adoption as opposed to conception. It addresses

attachment, authority, and smooth transition. My only complaint is I wish it had focused more on

older adoptions instead of infant adoptions, but then, this book is more of a broad-range reference

and therefore has to cover a lot of ground. A must read for anyone considering adoption!
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